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Agency


Amateur Sports

8. Thomas N. Sweeney, Comment: Closing the Campus Gates: Keeping Criminals Away From the University – The Story of Student Athlete Violence and Avoiding Institutional Liability for the God of All, 9 SETON HALL J. SPORT L. 226 (1999).

Antitrust


Gender Issues


10. Sudha Setty, Student Article: Leveling the Playing Field: Reforming the Office for Civil Rights to Achieve Better Title IX Enforcement, 32 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 331 (1999).


Intellectual Property Issues


3. Holly Levinson, Student Article: "Image is Everything"... But Not When it Comes to a Right of Publicity Infringement, 14 U. MIAMI ENT. & SPORTS L. REV. 83 (1996).


Professional Sports


Sports Facilities


Torts


Miscellaneous


